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Wood is a porous materia!. In a dry state the unit volume of wood consists of water
free volume of the wood substance, the so-called wood skeleton, and of the air-filled pores. 

The variable humidity produces the interna! forces within the loaded wood bulk loading to 

destruction in the form of loosening wood fibers, cracks and twists. In the paper the yield 

criterion or the transition of the softwood into the plastic state is discussed. The outset of 

yielding is examined in accordance with the Hill criterion for anisotropy with various ratios 

of humidity. The case of piane stress with the orthotropic structure is used as an example for 

which the materiał constants are identified, resulting in a special form of the yield criterion. 
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1. lNTRODUCTION

The loss of mechanical parameters of wood observed at the increase of wood 
moisture is interpreted as the effect of the plastifying action of water which 
decreases the medial energy of high-molecular components of wood substance. 
The plastifying action of wood occurs when there is more than one molecule of 
bound moisture to one cell of cellulose (MOLIŃSKI [6]). 

The injury in wood results from the acting mechanical stress. When dry 
wood is loaded, we deal with diversified stress pattern in test samples. The high 
rigidity of particular anatomical elements due to low humidity of wood adds to 
heterogeneous distribution of internal stress. Relatively small external loads may 
induce in the weakest points of wood structure the stresses that locally exceed 
its strength. A local destruction of xylem may cause levelling of the distribution 
of internal stresses (RACZKOWSKI [7]) or stress concentration in other areas of 
the wood structure. The internal stresses may occur already in the early stages 
of the loading, especially in the zone of tensile stresses (ANSELL [1]). In the 
case of wet wood loading, because of its considerable susceptibility to strain, the 
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